Abstract. We construct for an equivariant homology theory for proper equivariant CW-complexes an equivariant Chern character, provided that certain conditions are satis®ed. This applies for instance to the sources of the assembly maps in the FarrellJones Conjecture with respect to the family F of ®nite subgroups and in the BaumConnes Conjecture. Thus we get an explicit calculation in terms of group homology of Q n Z K n RG and Q n Z L n RG for a commutative ring R with Q r R, provided the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to F is true, and of
for F RY C, provided the Baum-Connes Conjecture is true.
Introduction and statements of results
In this paper we want to achieve the following two goals. Firstly, we want to construct an equivariant Chern character for a proper equivariant homology theory H c Ã which takes values in R-modules for a commutative ring R with Q r R. The Chern character identi®es H G n X with the associated Bredon homology, which is much easier to handle and can often be simpli®ed further. Secondly, we apply it to the sources of the assembly maps appearing in the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to the family F of ®nite subgroups and in the Baum-Connes Conjecture. The target of these assembly maps are the groups we are interested in, namely, the rationalized algebraic K-and Lgroups Q n Z K n RG and Q n Z L n RG of the group ring RG of a (discrete) group G with coe½cients in R and the rationalized topological K-groups Q n Z K top n À C For a subgroup H r G we denote by N G H the normalizer and by C G H the centralizer of H in G. Let H Á C G H be the subgroup of N G H consisting of elements of the form hc for h e H and c e C G H. Denote by W G H the quotient N G HaH Á C G H. Notice that W G H is ®nite if H is ®nite. Suppose that H c Ã comes with a restriction structure as explained in Section 6. Then it induces a Mackey structure on H c q Ã for all q e Z and a preferred restriction structure on BH c Ã so that Theorem 0.1 applies and the equivariant Chern character is compatible with these restriction structures. If H c Ã comes with a multiplicative structure as explained in Section 6, then BH c Ã inherits a multiplicative structure and the equivariant Chern character is compatible with these multiplicative structures (see Theorem 6.3).
If we have the following additional structure, which will be available in the examples we are interested in, then we can simplify the Bredon homology further. Namely, we assume that the Mackey functor H H q Ã is a module over the Green functor Q n Z R Q c which assigns to a ®nite group H the rationalized ring of rational H-representations. This notion is explained in Section 7. In particular it yields for any ®nite group H the structure of a Q n Z R Q H-module on H H q Ã. Let class Q H be the ring of functions f : H 3 Q which satisfy f h 1 f h 2 if the cyclic subgroups hh 1 i and hh 2 i generated by h 1 and h 2 are conjugate in H. Taking characters yields an isomorphism of rings w: Q n Z R Q H 3 q class Q HX Given a ®nite cyclic group C, there is the idempotent y C C e class Q C which assigns 1 to a generator of C and 0 to the other elements. This element acts on H Theorem 0.3. Let R be a commutative ring with Q r R. Let H c Ã be a proper equivariant homology theory with values in R-modules. Suppose that the covariant functor FGINJ 3 R À MOD sending H to H H q Ã extends to a Mackey functor for all q e Z, which is a module over the Green functor Q n Z R Q c with respect to the inclusion Q 3 R. Let J be the set of conjugacy classes C of ®nite cyclic subgroups C of G. Then there is an isomorphism of proper homology theories ch c Moreover, for any group G and any proper G-CW-pair X Y A there is a natural isomorphism
are Mackey functors and come with module structures over the Green functor Q n Z R Q c as explained in Section 8, Theorem 0.3 implies Theorem 0.4. Let R be a commutative ring with Q r R. Denote by F the ®eld R or C. Let G be a (discrete) group. Let J be the set of conjugacy classes C of ®nite cyclic subgroups C of G. Then the rationalized assembly map in the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to the family F of ®nite subgroups for the algebraic K-groups K n RG and the algebraic L-groups L n RG and in the Baum-Connes Conjecture for the topological K-groups K top n À C Ã r GY F Á can be identi®ed with the homomorphisms
In the L-theory case we assume that R comes with an involution R 3 R, r U 3 r and that we use on RG the involution which sends g e G r g Á g to g e G r g Á g À1 .
If the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to F and the Baum-Connes Conjecture are true, then these maps are isomorphisms.
Notice that in Theorem 0.3 and hence in Theorem 0.4 only cyclic groups occur. The basic input in the proof is essentially the same as in the proof of Artin's theorem that any character in the complex representation ring of a ®nite group H is rationally a linear combination of characters induced from cyclic subgroups. Moreover, we emphasize that all the splitting results are obtained after tensoring with Q, no roots of unity are needed in our construction. In the special situation that the coe½cient ring R is a ®eld F of characteristic zero and we tensor with F n Z c for an algebraic closure F of F, one can simplify the expressions further as carried out in Section 8. As an illustration we record the following particular nice case.
Theorem 0.5. Let G be a (discrete) group. Let T be the set of conjugacy classes g of elements g e G of ®nite order. There is a commutative diagram
where C G hgi is the centralizer of the cyclic group generated by g in G and the vertical arrows come from the obvious change of ring and of K-theory maps K q C 3 K top q C and
. The horizontal arrows can be identi®ed with the assembly maps occuring in the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to F for K n CG and in the Baum-
after applying C n Z À. If these conjectures are true for G, then the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms.
Notice that Theorem 0.5 and the results of Section 8 show that the computation of the K-and L-theory of RG seems to split into one part, which involves only the group and consists essentially of group homology, and another part, which involves only the coe½-cient ring and consists essentially of its K-theory. Moreover, a change of rings or change of K-theory map involves only the coe½cient ring R and not the part involving the group. This seems to suggest to look for a proof of the Farrell-Jones Conjecture which works for all coe½cients simultaneously. We refer to Example 1.5 and to [3] , [9] , [12] , [13] , [14] and [15] for more information about the Farrell-Jones and the Baum-Connes Conjectures and about the classes of groups, for which they have been proven.
We mention that a di¨erent construction of an equivariant Chern character has been given in [2] in the case, where H G Ã is equivariant K-homology after applying C n Z À. Moreover, the lower horizontal arrow in Theorem 0.5 has already been discussed there.
The computations of K-and L-groups integrally and with R Z as coe½cients are much harder (see for instance [18] ).
I would like to thank Tom Farrell for a lot of fruitful discussions of the Farrell-Jones Conjecture and related topics and the referee for his very detailed and very helpful report.
Equivariant homology theories
In this section we describe the axioms of a (proper) equivariant homology theory. The main examples for us are the source of the assembly map appearing in the FarrellJones Conjecture with respect to the family F of ®nite subgroups for algebraic K-and Ltheory and the equivariant K-homology theory which appears as the source of the BaumConnes assembly map and is de®ned in terms of Kasparov's equivariant KK-theory.
Fix a discrete group G and an associative commutative ring R with unit. A G-CWpair X Y A is a pair of G-CW-complexes. It is called proper if all isotropy groups of X are ®nite. Basic informations about G-CW-pairs can be found for instance in [16] , Section 1 and 2. A G-homology theory H G Ã with values in R-modules is a collection of covariant functors H G n from the category of G-CW-pairs to the category of R-modules indexed by n e Z together with natural tranformations q
for n e Z such that the following axioms are satis®ed:
(a) G-homotopy invariance. Given a pair X Y A of G-CW-complexes, there is a long exact sequence
where i: A 3 X and j: X 3 X Y A are the inclusions.
(c) Excision.
Let X Y A be a G-CW-pair and let f : A 3 B be a cellular G-map of G-CWcomplexes. Equip X f BY B with the induced structure of a G-CW-pair. Then the canonical map F Y f : X Y A 3 X f BY B induces an isomorphism
Let fX i j i e I g be a family of G-CW-complexes. Denote by j i : X i 3 i e I X i the canonical inclusion. Then the map
If H G Ã is de®ned or considered only for proper G-CW-pairs X Y A, we call it a proper G-homology theory H G Ã with values in R-modules.
Let : H 3 G be a group homomorphism. Given an H-space X, de®ne the induction of X with to be the G-space ind X which is the quotient of G Â X by the right H-action gY x Á h X À ghY h À1 x Á for h e H and gY x e G Â X . If : H 3 G is an inclusion, we also write ind Ã with values in R-modules for each group G together with the following so called induction structure: given a group homomorphism : H 3 G and an H-CW-pair X Y A such that ker acts freely on X, there are for all n e Z natural isomorphisms
(a) Compatibility with the boundary homomorphisms.
Let : G 3 K be another group homomorphism such that ker acts freely on X. Then we have for n e Z ind H K n f 1 ind ind :
(c) Compatibility with conjugation.
For n e Z, g e G and a (proper) G-CW-pair X Y A the homomorphism
This induction structure links the various homology theories for di¨erent groups G. It will play a key role in the construction of the equivariant Chern character even if we want to carry it out only for a ®xed group G. We will later need 
The second one is called the equivariant Borel homology associated to K. In both cases H G Ã inherits the structure of a G-homology theory from the homology structure on K Ã . Let a: HnX 3 q GnG Â X be the homeomorphism sending Hx to G1Y x. De®ne
for e e EH, x e X and E: EH 3 EG the -equivariant map induced by . Induction for a group homomorphism : H 3 G is induced by these maps a and b. If the kernel ker acts freely on X, the map b is a homotopy equivalence and hence in both cases ind is bijective. Example 1.4. Given a proper G-CW-pair X Y A, one can de®ne the G-bordism group G n X Y A as the abelian group of G-bordism classes of maps f : MY qM 3 X Y A whose sources are oriented smooth manifolds with orientation preserving proper smooth G-actions such that GnM is compact. The de®nition is analogous to the one in the non-equivariant case. This is also true for the proof that this de®nes a proper G-homology theory. There is an obvious induction structure coming from induction of equivariant spaces. It is wellde®ned because of the following fact. Let : H 3 G be a group homomorphism. Let M be an oriented smooth H-manifold with orientation preserving proper smooth H-action such that HnM is compact and ker acts freely. Then ind M is an oriented smooth Gmanifold with orientation preserving proper smooth G-action such that GnM is compact. The boundary of ind M is ind qM.
Our main example will be Example 1.5. Let R be a commutative ring. There are equivariant homology theories
Lu È ck, Chern characters reduced real or complex C Ã -algebra of G. Denote by EGY F the classifying space of G with respect to the family F of ®nite subgroups of G. This is a G-CW-complex whose H-®xed point set is contractible for H e F and is empty otherwise. It is unique up to Ghomotopy because it is characterized by the property that for any G-CW-complex X whose isotropy groups belong to F there is up to G-homotopy precisely one G-map from X to EGY F. The G-space EGY F agrees with the classifying space EG for proper G-actions. De®ne EGY VC for the family VC of virtually cyclic subgroups analogously. The assembly map in the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to F and in the Baum-Connes Conjecture are the maps induced by the projection EGY F 3 Ã
where one has to choose the appropriate homology theory among the ones mentioned above. The Baum-Connes Conjecture says that this map is an isomorphism (even without rationalizing) for the topological K-theory of the reduced group C Ã -algebra. The FarrellJones Conjecture with respect to F is the analogous statement.
It is important to notice that the situation in the Farrell-Jones Conjecture is more complicated. The Farrell-Jones Conjecture itself is formulated with respect to the family VC, i.e. it says that the projection EGY VC 3 Ã induces an isomorphism (even without rationalizing)
For the version of the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to VC no counterexamples are known, whereas the version for F is not true in general. In other words, the canonical map EGY F 3 EGY VC does not necessarily induce an isomorphism
This is due to the existence of Nil-groups. However, if for instance R is a ®eld of characteristic zero, this map is bijective for algebraic K-theory. Hence the Farrell-Jones Conjecture for Q n Z K n FG for a ®eld F of characteristic zero is true with respect to F if and only if it is true with respect to VC. At the time of writing not much is known about this conjecture for K n FG for a ®eld F of characteristic zero, since most of the known results are for the algebraic K-theory for ZG. The situation in L-theory is better since the change of rings map Q n Z L n ZG 3 Q n Z L n QG is bijective for any group G. The FarrellJones Conjecture for both Q n Z L n ZG and Q n Z L n QG is true with respect to both F and VC if G is a cocompact discrete subgroup of a Lie group with ®nitely many path components [9] , if G is a discrete subgroup of GL n CG [10] , or if G is an elementary amenable group [11] .
The target of the assembly map for
for F RY C. These are the groups we would like to compute. The source of the assembly map for F in (1.6) is the part which is better accessible for computations. We will apply the equivariant Chern character for proper equivariant homology theories to it which is possible since EGY F is proper (in contrast to EGY VC and Ã). Thus we get computations of the rationalized K-and L-groups, provided the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to F and the Baum-Connes Conjecture are true.
For more informations about the relevant G-homology theories H G Ã mentioned above we refer to [3] , [5] , [9] . It is not hard to construct the relevant induction structures so that they yield equivariant homology theories H c Ã . We remark that one can construct for them also restriction structures and multiplicative structures in the sense of Section 6.
Modules over a category
In this section we give a brief summary about modules over a category as far as needed for this paper. They will appear in the de®nition of the source of the equivariant Chern character.
Let C be a small category and let R be a commutative associative ring with unit. A covariant RC-module is a covariant functor from C to the category R À MOD of Rmodules. De®ne a contravariant RC-module analogously. Morphisms of RC-modules are natural transformations. Given a group G, let G be the category with one object whose set of morphisms is given by G. Then a covariant R G-module is the same as a left RG-module, whereas a contravariant R G-module is the same as a right RG-module. All the constructions, which we will introduce for RC-modules below, reduce in the special case C G under the identi®cation above to their classical versions for RG-modules. The reader should have this example in mind.
The category RC À MOD of (covariant or contravariant) RC-modules inherits the structure of an abelian category from R À MOD in the obvious way, namely objectwise. For instance a sequence 0 3 M 3 N 3 P 3 0 of RC-modules is called exact if its evaluation at each object in C is an exact sequence in R À MOD. The notion of a projective RC-module is now clear. Given a family B c i i e I of objects of C, the free RC-module with basis B is
The name free with basis B refers to the following basic property. Given a covariant RC-module N, there is a natural bijection
Obviously RCB is a projective RC-module. Any RC-module M is a quotient of some free RC-module. For instance, there is an obvious epimorphism from RCB to M if we take B to be the family of objects indexed by
Mc, where we assign c to m e Mc.
Therefore an RC-module M is projective if and only if it is a direct summand in a free RC-module. The analogous considerations apply to the contravariant case.
Given a contravariant RC-module M and a covariant RC-module N, one de®nes their tensor product over RC to be the following R-module M n RC N. It is given by
where d is the typical tensor relation mf n n m n fn, i.e. for each morphism f : c 3 d in C, m e Md and n e Nc we introduce the relation M f m n n À m n N f n 0. The main property of this construction is that it is adjoint to the hom R -functor in the sense that for any R-module L there are natural isomorphisms of R-modules
Consider a functor F : C 3 D. Given a covariant or contravariant RD-module M, de®ne its restriction with F to be res F M X M F . Given a covariant RC-module M, its induction with F is the covariant RD-module ind F M given by
Given a contravariant RC-module M, its induction with F is the contravariant RD-module ind F M given by
Restriction with F can be written in the covariant case as
and in the contravariant case as res
. We conclude from (2.3) that induction and restriction form an adjoint pair, i.e. for two RC-modules M and N, which are both covariant or both contravariant, there is a natural isomorphism of R-modules
Given a contravariant RC-module M and a covariant RD-module N, there is a natural R-isomorphism
It is explicitly given by À f : cc 3 F c Á n m n n U 3 m n N f n or can be obtained formally from (2.2) and (2.4). One easily checks
for c e ObC. This shows that ind F respects direct sums and the properties free and projective.
Next we explain how one can reduce the study of projective RC-modules to the study of projective R autc-modules, where autc is the group of automorphisms of an object c in C. Given a covariant RC-module M, we obtain for each object c in C a left R autcmodule R c M X Mc. Given a left R autc-module N, we obtain a covariant RC-module E c N by
Notice that E c resp. R c is induction resp. restriction with the obvious inclusion of categories d autc 3 C. Hence E c and R c form an adjoint pair by (2.4). In particular we get for any covariant RC-module M an in M natural homomorphism 
We call C an EI-category if any endomorphism in C is an isomorphism. Notice that E c maps R autc to R mor C cY c. Provided that C is an EI-category,
and S c R mor C dY c 0 otherwise. This implies for a free RC-module
where IsC is the set of isomorphism classes c of objects c in C. This splitting can be extended to projective modules as follows.
Let M be an RC-module. We want to check whether it is projective or not. Since S c is compatible with direct sums and each projective module is a direct sum in a free RC-module, a necessary (but not su½cient) condition is that S c M is a projective R autcmodule. Assume that S c M is R autc-projective for all objects c in C. We can choose an R autc-splitting s c : S c M 3 Mc of the canonical projection
Then we obtain after a choice of representatives c e c for any c e IsC a morphism of RC-modules 
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where i c M has been introduced in (2.8).
The length lc e N fyg of an object c is the supremum over all natural numbers l for which there exists a sequence of morphisms c 0 3
is an isomorphism and c l c. If each object c has length lc`y, we say that C has ®nite length. Proof. We show by induction over the length ld that Td is surjective for any object d in C. For any object d and R autd-module N there is an in N natural autdisomorphism Nd 3 q S d E d N which sends n to the class of id: Suppose that T is injective. Then T is an isomorphism of RC-modules. Its source is projective since E c sends projective R autc-modules to projective RC-modules. Therefore M is projective. We will not need the other implication that for projective M the map T is bijective in this paper. Therefore we omit its proof but refer to [16] , Theorem 3.39 and Corollary 9.40. r Given a contravariant RC-module M and a left R autc-module N, there is a natural isomorphism
It is explicitly given by m n f : c 3 c n n U 3 M f m n n. It is due to the fact that tensor products are associative. For more details about modules over a category we refer to [16] , Section 9A.
The associated Bredon homology theory
Given a (proper) G-homology theory resp. equivariant homology theory with values in R-modules, we can associate to it another (proper) G-homology theory resp. equivariant homology theory with values in R-modules called Bredon homology, which is much simpler. The equivariant Chern character will identify this simpler proper homology theory with the given one.
Before we give the construction we have to organize the coe½cients of a G-homology theory H G Ã . The smallest building blocks of G-CW-complexes or G-spaces in general are the homogeneous spaces GaH. The book keeping of all the values H G Ã GaH is organized using the following two categories.
The orbit category OrG has as objects homogeneous spaces GaH and as morLu È ck, Chern characters phisms G-maps. Let SubG be the category whose objects are subgroups H of G. For two subgroups H and K of G denote by conhom G HY K the set of group homomorphisms f : H 3 K, for which there exists an element g e G with gHg À1 r K such that f is given by conjugation with g, i.e. f cg: H 3 K, h U 3 ghg À1 . Notice that cg cg H holds for two elements gY g H e G with gHg À1 r K and g H Hg H À1 r K if and only if g À1 g H lies in the centralizer C G H fg e G j gh hg for all h e Hg of H in G. The group of inner automorphisms of K acts on conhom G HY K from the left by composition. De®ne the set of morphisms
There is a natural projection pr: OrG 3 SubG which sends a homogeneous space GaH to H. Given a G-map f : GaH 3 GaK, we can choose an element g e G with gHg
Then pr f is represented by cg: H 3 K. Notice that mor SubG HY K can be identi®ed with the quotient mor OrG GaHY GaKaC G H, where g e C G H acts on mor OrG GaHY GaK by composition with R g À1 :
We mention as illustration that for abelian G, mor SubG HY K is empty if H is not a subgroup of K, and consists of precisely one element given by the inclusion
Denote by OrGY F r OrG and SubGY F r SubG the full subcategories, whose objects GaH and H are given by ®nite subgroups H r G. Both OrGY F and SubGY F are EI-categories of ®nite length.
Given a proper G-homology theory H G Ã with values in R-modules we obtain for n e Z a covariant R OrGY F-module
Let X Y A be a pair of proper G-CW-complexes. Then there is a canonical identi®cation X H mapGaHY X G . Thus we obtain contravariant functors
where CW À PAIRS is the category of pairs of CW-complexes. Composing them with the covariant functor CW À PAIRS 3 R À CHCOM sending ZY B to its cellular chain complex with coe½cients in R yields the contravariant
Both chain complexes are free. Namely, if X n is obtained from X nÀ1 A n by attaching the equivariant cells GaH i Â D n for i e I n , then
Given a covariant R OrGY F-module M, the equivariant Bredon homology (see [4] ) of a pair of proper G-CW-complexes X Y A with coe½cients in M is de®ned by
This is indeed a proper G-homology theory. Hence we can assign to a proper G-homology theory H G Ã another proper G-homology theory which we call the associated Bredon homology
There is a canonical homomorphism ind pr C
This will allow to view modules over the category SubGY F which is smaller than the orbit category and has nicer properties from the homological algebra point of view. In particular we will exploit the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that the covariant R SubGY F-module M is¯at, i.e. for any exact sequence 0 3 N 1 3 N 2 3 N 3 3 0 of contravariant R SubGY F-modules the induced sequence of R-modules
Suppose, we are given a proper equivariant homology theory H c Ã with values in Rmodules. We get from (3.1) for each group G and n e Z a covariant R SubGY F-module
We have to show that for g e C G H the G-map R g À1 : GaH 3 GaH, g H H 3 g H g À1 H induces the identity on H G n GaH. This follows from Lemma 1.2. We will denote the covariant OrGY F-module obtained by restriction with pr: OrGY F 3 SubGY F from the SubGY F-module H G n Gac of (3.8) again by H G n Gac as introduced already in (3.1).
Next we show that the collection of the G-homology theories BH G Ã X Y A de®ned in (3.5) inherits the structure of a proper equivariant homology theory. We have to specify the induction structure.
Let : H 3 G be a group homomorphism and X Y A be an H-CW-pair such that ker acts freely on X. We only explain the case, where is injective. In the general case one has to replace F by the smaller family FX of subgroups of H which occur as subgroups of isotropy groups of X. Induction with yields a functor denoted in the same way
There is a natural isomorphism of OrGY F-chain complexes
and a natural isomorphism (see (2.5))
The induction structure on H c Ã yields a natural equivalence of R OrHY F-modules
The last three maps can be composed to a chain isomorphism
which induces a natural isomorphism
Thus we obtain the required induction structure. 
Existence of a bijective equivariant Chern character amounts to saying that this spectral sequence collapses completely for proper G-CW-pairs X Y A.
The construction of the equivariant Chern character
In this section we want to construct the equivariant Chern character. It is motivated by the following non-equivariant construction.
Example 4.1. Consider a (non-equivariant) homology theory H Ã with values in R-modules for Q r R. Then a (non-equivariant) Chern character for a CW-complex X is given by the following composite:
Here the canonical map is bijective, since any R-module is¯at over Z because of the assumption Q r R. The second bijective map comes from the Hurewicz homomorphism. The map D pY q is de®ned as follows. For an element a n b e p s p X Y Ã n Z H q Ã choose a representative f : S pk 3 S k SX of a. De®ne D pY q a n b to be the image of b under the composite
where s denotes the suspension isomorphism. This map turns out to be a transformation of homology theories and induces an isomorphism for X Ã. Hence it is a natural equivalence of homology theories. This construction is due to Dold [7] .
Let X Y A be a proper G-CW-pair. Let R be a commutative ring with Q r R. Let H c Ã be an equivariant homology theory with values in R-modules. Let G be a group. Consider a ®nite subgroup H r G. We want to construct an R-homomorphism
where
is the cellular homology of the CW-pair C G HnX H Y A H with R-coe½cients. For (notational) simplicity we give the details only for A j. The map is de®ned by the following composite: 
It is bijective since Q r R and therefore hur is a natural tranformation of (non-equivariant) homology theories which induces for the one-point space
Given a space Z and a ®nite group H, consider Z as an H-space by the trivial action and de®ne a map 
where s denotes the suspension isomorphism. Notice that H is ®nite so that any H-CWcomplex is proper.
The group homomorphism pr: C G H Â H 3 H is the obvious projection and the group homomorphism m H : C G H Â H 3 G sends gY h to gh. Notice that the C G H Â Haction on EG Â X H comes from the given C G H-action and the trivial H-action and that the kernels of the two group homomorphisms above act freely on EG Â X H . So the induction isomorphisms on homology for these group homomorphisms exists for the C G H Â H-space EG Â X H .
We denote by pr 2 : EG Â X H 3 X H the canonical projection. The G-map
sends gY x to gx. Lemma 4.3. Let G be a group and let X be a proper G-CW-complex. Then:
(a) The map ch G pY q X H is natural in X.
(b) Consider HY K r G and g e G with gHg À1 r K. Let
H be the map induced by left multiplication with g À1 . Let R g À1 : GaH 3 GaK be given by right multiplication with g À1 . Then the following square commutes: 
Proof. (a) is obvious. (b) Since gHg
À1 r K we can de®ne a group homomorphism cg À1 :
If we extend the C G H-action on EG Â X H and the C G K-action on EG Â X K to a C G H Â H-action and a C G K Â H-action in the trivial way, we also get C G H Â H-maps
In the sequel the maps p i denote the canonical projections. They are of the form Y Â KagHg À1 3 Y . The maps f i denote canonical equivariant homeomorphisms which describe the natural identi®cations of ind Z with ind ind Z. One easily checks using the axioms of an induction structure that the following three diagrams commute:
Now assertion (b) follows from an easy diagram chase in the three commutative diagrams above and Lemma 1.2.
(c) Its proof is similar to the one of (b) but much easier and hence left to the reader. This ®nishes the proof of Lemma 4.3. r 
such that the obvious compatibility conditions for the boundary homomorphisms of pairs and the induction structures hold.
Proof. We get for a pair of proper G-CW-complexes X Y A from the collection of the homomorphisms of (4.2), the identi®cation (3.6), Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 4.3 (a) and (b) (which holds for pairs X Y A also) a natural R-homomorphism
Taking their direct sum for p q n yields an in X Y A natural homomorphism
One easily checks that ch
Ã is a transformation of G-homology theories. Essentially one has to check that it is compatible with the boundary maps in the long exact sequences of pairs.
Next we show that ch G Ã is a natural equivalence, i.e. ch G n X Y A is bijective for all n e Z and all proper G-CW-pairs X Y A. The disjoint union axiom implies that both G-homology theories are compatible with colimits over directed systems indexed by the natural numbers such as the system given by the skeletal ®ltration X 0 r X 1 r X 2 F F F nf0 X n X . The argument for this claim is analogous to the one in [24] , 7.53. Hence it su½ces to prove the bijectivity of ch G n X Y A for ®nite-dimensional pairs. By excision, the exact sequence of pairs, the disjoint union axiom and the ®ve-lemma one reduces the proof of the bijectivity of ch There is an obvious equivariant Chern character coming from the non-equivariant one of Remark 4.1. Our general construction reduces to it by the following elementary observation. For any ®nite group H the natural map K q BH 3 K q Ã is an isomorphism by the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence since H p BHY Q 3 H q ÃY Q is bijective. Hence in both cases the R SubGY F-module H G q Gac H c q Ã is constant with value K q Ã. Therefore it is isomorphic to Q mor SubGY F 1Y c n Q K q Ã which is obviously a projective R SubGY F-module. By (2.12) the source of our equivariant Chern character reduces in this special case to
G be an equivariant proper cohomology theory with values in F-modules for a ®eld F of characteristic zero. It is de®ned axiomatically in the obvious way analogous to the de®nition of a proper equivariant homology theory. Suppose that H n H Ã is a ®nite-dimensional F-vector space for all ®nite groups H and n e Z. Put
This de®nes an equivariant homology theory for proper ®nite G-CW-pairs X Y A. We can rediscover H This applies for instance to equivariant K-cohomology after tensoring with Q over Z. Equivariant Chern characters for equivariant K-cohomology have been constructed for K Ã G X n Z C in [2] and for K Ã G X n Z Q in [17] . Our construction of an equivariant Chern character for proper equivariant homology theories is motivated by [17] .
Mackey functors
In order to apply Theorem 4.4, we have to check the¯atness condition about the R SubGY F-module H G q Gac. We will see that the existence of a Mackey structure will guarantee that it is projective and hence¯at. This would not work if we would consider H G q Gac over the orbit category. Recall that we can consider it over SubGY F because of Lemma 1.2 which is a consequence of the induction structure. The desired Mackey structures do exist in all relevant examples.
Let R be an associative commutative ring with unit. Let FGINJ be the category of ®nite groups with injective group homomorphisms as morphisms. Let Our main examples of Mackey functors will be
. Recall that for a subgroup H r G we denote by N G H and C G H the normalizer and the centralizer of H in G and by W G H the quotient N G HaH Á C G H. In the sequel we will use the identi®cation W G H q aut SubGY F H which sends the class of n e N G H to the class of cn: H 3 H. We have introduced S H P PHaPH s for a covariant R SubGY F-module P in (2.9). Notice for the sequel that
Given a left RW G H-module Q, we have de®ned the covariant R SubGY F-module E H Q in (2.7). Recall that H has two meanings, namely, the set of subgroups of G which are conjugate to H and the isomorphism class of objects in SubGY F. One easily checks that these two interpretations give the same.
Theorem 5.2. Let R be a commutative ring with Q r R. Let M be a Mackey functor with values in R-modules. It induces a covariant R SubGY F-module denoted in the same way 
is an isomorphism and the R SubGY F-module M is projective and hence¯at.
Proof. Since W G H is ®nite, any RW G H-module is projective. Because of Theorem 2.11 it su½ces to show for any ®nite subgroup K r G that TK is injective. Consider an element u in the kernel of TK. Put JH mor SubGY F HY KaW G H. Choose for any H e I a representative H e H. Then ®x for any element f e JH a representative f : H 3 K in mor SubGY F HY K. We can ®nd elements x HY f e S H M for H e I and f e JH such that only ®nitely many are di¨erent from zero and u can be written as
We want to show that all elements x HY f are zero. Suppose that this is not the case. Let H 0 be maximal among those elements H e I for which there is f e JH with x HY f Q 0, i.e. if for H e I the element x HY f is di¨erent from zero for some morphism f : H 3 K in SubGY F and there is a morphism H 0 3 H in SubGY F, then H 0 H. In the sequel we choose for any of the morphisms f : H 3 K in SubGY F a group homomorphism denoted in the same way f : H 3 K representing it. Recall that f : H 3 K is given by conjugation with an appropriate element g e G. Fix f 0 : H 0 3 K with x H 0 Áf 0 Q 0. We claim that the composite Consider H e I and f e JH. It su½ces to show that A À f :
if H H 0 and f f 0 , and is zero otherwise. One easily checks that A À f : H 3 K n RW G H x HY f Á is the image of x HY f under the composite
The double coset formula implies
is not an isomorphism. Suppose that ck:
Since H 0 has been choosen maximal among the H for which x HY f Q 0 for some morphism f : H 3 K, this implies x HY f 0 or that
Then H H 0 which implies H H 0 . Moreover, the homomorphisms in SubGY F represented by f 0 and f agree. Hence the group homomorphisms f 0 and f agree themselves and we get k e N G im f 0 K. This implies that aHY f K N G im f 0 X im f 0 Á id if H H 0 and f f 0 , and that otherwise aHY f 0 or x HY f 0 holds. Hence the map T is injective. This ®nishes the proof of Theorem 5.2. r Now Theorem 0.1 and Theorem 0.2 follow from Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 5.2 using (2.12).
Restriction structures and multiplicative structures
Before we simplify the source of the equivariant Chern character further in the presence of a module structure over the Green functor Q n Z R Q c on H c q Ã in Section 7, we introduce an additional structure on an equivariant homology theory called restriction structure. It will guarantee that the Mackey structure appearing in Theorem 0.1 and Theorem 0.2 exists. This restriction structure is canonically given in all relevant examples. We also brie¯y deal with multiplicative structures. The material of this section is not needed for the following sections.
A restriction structure on an equivariant homology theory H c Ã consists of the following data. For any injective group homomorphism : H 3 G, whose image has ®nite index in G, we require in X Y A natural homomorphisms
There are natural isomorphisms of R-chain complexes res f : H structure of an R-algebra on UH with unit 1 H and for any morphism f : H 3 K in FGINJ the map U Ã f : UK 3 UH is a homomorphism of R-algebras with unit. Let U be a Green functor with values in R-modules and M be a Mackey functor with values in S-modules. A (left) U-module structure on M with respect to the ring homomorphism f: R 3 S is a pairing U Â M 3 M such that any of the maps UH Â MH 3 MH induces the structure of a (left) module over the R-algebra UH on the R-module f Ã MH which is obtained from the S-module MH by rx X frx for r e R and x e MH.
Lemma 7.1. Let f: R 3 S be a homomorphism of associative commutative rings with unit. Let U be a Green functor with values in R-modules and let M be a Mackey functor with values in S-modules such that M comes with a U-module structure with respect to f. Let S be a set of subgroups of the ®nite group H. Suppose that the map
Proof. By hypothesis there are elements u K e UK for K e S satisfying 1 H K e S ind H K u K in UH. This implies for x e MH.
Our main example of a Green functor with values in Q-modules Q n Z R Q c assigns to a ®nite group H the Q-module Q n Z R Q H, where R Q H denotes the rational representation ring. Notice that R Q H is the same as the projective class group K 0 QH. The Mackey structure comes from induction and restriction of representations. The pairing Q n Z R Q H Â Q n Z R Q H 3 Q n Z R Q H comes from the tensor product P n Q Q of two QH-modules P and Q equipped with the diagonal H-action. The unit element is the class of Q equipped with the trivial H-action.
Let class Q H be the Q-vector space of functions H 3 Q which are invariant under Q-conjugation, i.e. we have f h 1 f h 2 for two elements h 1 Y h 2 e H if the cyclic subgroups hh 1 i and hh 2 i generated by h 1 and h 2 are conjugate in H. Elementwise multiplication de®nes the structure of a Q-algebra on class Q with the function which is constant 1 as unit element. Taking the character of a rational representation yields an isomorphism of Q-algebras ( [23] , Theorem 29 on page 102)
We de®ne a Mackey structure on class Q c as follows. Let f : H 3 K be an injective group Lu È ck, Chern characters homomorphism. For a character w e class Q H de®ne its induction with f to be the character ind f w e class Q K given by
For a character w e class Q H de®ne its restriction with f to be the character res f w e class Q H given by
One easily checks that this yields the structure of a Green functor on class Q c and that the family of isomorphisms w H de®ned in (7.2) yields an isomorphism of Green functors from Q n Z R Q c to class Q c.
For a ®nite group H and any cyclic subgroup C r H, de®ne
to be the function which sends h e H to 1 if hhi and C are conjugate in H and to 0 otherwise. Proof. Let C r H be a cyclic subgroup of the ®nite group H. Then we get for
since for any l e H and h e H there is precisely one cyclic subgroup C r H with C hl À1 hli. Now assertion (a) follows from the following calculation for x e MH
It remains to prove assertion (b). Obviously y C C is an idempotent for any cyclic group C. We get for x e MC from (7.5) 
Applications to K-and L-theory
In this section we apply Theorem 0.3 to the equivariant homology theories of Example 1.5. Thus we obtain explicit computations of the rationalized source of the assembly map (1.6). These give explicit computations of the rationalized algebraic K-and L-groups of RG and of the topological K-groups of the real and complex reduced group C Ã -algebras of G, provided that the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to the family F of ®nite subgroups and the Baum-Connes Conjecture are true for G. Before we carry out this program, we mention the following facts. Notice for the sequel that the di¨erent versions of L-groups, symmetric, quadratic or decorated L-groups, di¨er only by 2-torsion and hence agree after inverting 2.
Proof. The proof of the ®rst isomorphism can be found in [20] , page 376. The other two isomorphisms are explained in [22] , Theorem 1.8 and 1.11, where they are attributed to Karoubi, Miller and Mishchenko. r Next we introduce a Mackey structure and then a module structure over the Green functor Q n Z R Q c on the various K-and L-groups. Let R be an associative commutative ring with unit satisfying Q r R and let F be R, C. Induction and restriction yield obvious Mackey functors
The tensor product over R or F with the diagonal action induces on
the structure of a Green functor with values in Q-modules and the structure of a module over these Green functors on
The change of ring maps
induce maps of Green functors. Since Q n Z K 0 Qc q Q n Z R Q c, we get a module structure over the Green functor Q n Z R Q c on each Mackey functor Q n Z K q Rc. The change of rings map
is known to be an isomorphism (see [21] , Proposition 22.19 on page 237). There is an isomorphism of Green functors (see Theorem 8.1 or [21] , Proposition 22.33 on page 252)
Thus we get a morphism of Green functors
Hence we obtain a module structure over the Green functor Q n Z R Q c on the Mackey functor Q n Z L q Rc.
we ®nally obtain also a module structure over the Green functor Q n Z R Q c on the Mackey functor
is a projective resolution of the trivial RC G H-module R and we obtain for any ®nite group H r G an identi®cation
Notice that now Theorem 0.4 follows from Theorem 0.3 and Example 1.5. The homomorphisms appearing in Theorem 0.4 are compatible with the various change of ring or of K-theory maps since these maps are compatible with the relevant module structures over the Green functor Q n Z R Q c.
If the ring R is a ®eld of characteristic zero and we are willing to extend Q to a larger ®eld, then we can simplify the right side of the various maps appearing in Theorem 0.4 as follows. Let F be a ®eld of characteristic zero. Fix an integer m f 1. Let F z m s F be the Galois extension given by adjoining the primitive m-th root of unity z m to F. Denote by qmY F the Galois group of this extension of ®elds, i.e. the group of automorphisms s: F z m 3 F z m which induce the identity on F. It can be identi®ed with a subgroup of Zam Ã by sending s to the unique element us e Zam Ã for which sz m z us m holds. Given a ®nite cyclic group C of order jCj, the Galois group qjCjY F acts on C by sending c to c us , and thus on the set GenC of generators of C. Let V be an F z jCj -module. Denote by res s V for s e qjCjY F the F z jCj -module obtained from V by restriction with s, i.e. the underlying abelian groups of res s V and V agree and multiplication with x e F z m on res s V is given by multiplication with sx on V. Thus we obtain an action of qjCjY F on K q À F z jCj Á by sending s e qjCjY F to the automorphism res s :
coming from the functor V U 3 res s V . This action extends to an action of the Galois group
with the obvious F z jCj -module structures.
Lemma 8.3. Let F be a ®eld of characteristic zero. Let C be a ®nite cyclic group. Then there is an isomorphism of F z jCj -modules
which is natural with respect to automorphisms of C.
Its proof needs some preparation. Let G be a group. Given a positive integer m and an F z m G-module V, we de®ne an in V natural isomorphism of F z m G-modules
Obviously p is natural in V and F z m G-linear. We claim that an inverse of p is given by
This follows from an easy calculation using the facts that for an m-th root of unity z the sum m i1 z i is zero if z Q 1, and is m if z 1, and that an element x e F z m belongs to F if and only if sx x for all s e qmY F holds. Fix an F-basis fb s j s e qmY F g for F z m .
Given an FG-module W, we obtain an in W natural FG-isomorphism
From the existence of the natural isomorphisms p, g and v above we conclude for the homomorphisms 
Let C be a ®nite cyclic group of order jCj. Then all irreducible F z jCj -representations of C are 1-dimensional. The number of isomorphism classes of irreducible F z jCjrepresentations is equal to jCj. Given a ®nite-dimensional F z jCj -representation V of C, we obtain a functor from the category of ®nitely generated projective F z jCj -modules to the category of ®nitely generated projective F z jCj C -modules by tensoring with V over F z m and thus a map
This yields a homomorphism
which is an isomorphism by the following elementary facts. Given an F z jCj C -module Lu È ck, Chern characters U and an irreducible F z jCj C -module V, denote by U V the V-isotypical summand. This is the F z jCj C -submodule of U generated by all elements u e U for which there exists an F z jCj C -submodule U H r U which contains u and is F z jCj C -isomorphic to V. For any homomorphism f : U 3 W of ®nitely generated projective F z jCj C -modules there are natural splittings U v Taking the character of a representation yields an isomorphism
The operation of qjCjY F on K 0 À F z jCj C Á extends to an operation on
by taking the tensor product id n Z c. We de®ne a qjCjY F -operation on map À CY F z jCj Á by assigning to s e qjCjY F and w e map À CY F z jCj Á the element s Á w which sends c e C to wc us . The map w is compatible with these qjCjY F -actions. It su½ces to check this for 1 n Z V if V is an irreducible F z jCj C -representation. Its character is a homomorphism w V : C 3 F z jCj whose values are multiples of z jCj and c e C acts on V by multiplication with w V c. Hence c e C acts on res s V by multiplication with s
We have the obvious isomorphism
Now the maps , w and de®ned in (8.5), (8.6 ) and (8.7) can be combined to an isomorphism of F z jCj -modules
It is qjCjY F -equivariant, where we use on the source the action given by s Á wc X id n s À wc us Á and on the target by res s n id.
Next we treat the various Q n Q R Q C-module structures. The source of and the source of w inherit a module structure over Q n Q R Q C by the obvious ring homomorphism ind
We equip the target of with the Q n Q R Q C-module structure for which becomes a Q n Q R Q C-homomorphism.
We have introduced the isomorphism of Q-algebras w C : Q n Z R Q C 3 q class Q C in (7.2).
The target of the isomorphism w C is a module over class Q C by the obvious inclusion of rings class Q C 3 map À CY F z jCj Á . Then w is a Q n Q R Q C-homomorphism. Equip the source of the isomorphism with the Q n Z R Q C-module structure given by the one on the target of w and the trivial one on K q À F z jCj Á . Equip the target of with the Q n Q R Q C-structure for which becomes a Q n Q R Q C-homomorphism. Then the isomorphism g is a Q n Q R Q C-homomorphism. Therefore we obtain a commutative diagram of F z jCj -modules where all maps are qjCjY F -equivariant: 
By taking the ®xed point sets, we obtain a commutative diagram of F z jCj -modules: Theorem 8.9. Let G be a group. Let F be a ®eld of characteristic zero. Let F r F be a ®eld extension such that for any ®nite cyclic subgroup C r G the primitive jCj-th root of unity belongs to F . Let J be the set of conjugacy classes C of ®nite cyclic subgroups of G. Then the assembly map (1.6) in the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to F for the algebraic K-groups K n FG can be identi®ed after applying F n Z c with
If the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to F is true, then this map is an isomorphism.
Remark 8.10. The following remark was pointed out by the referee. Notice that Lu È ck, Chern characters the ®xed point set of the operation of qjCjY F on F z jCj is F itself. There is a second qjCjY F -operation on map À GenCY F z jCj n Z K q À F z jCj ÁÁ which comes from the obvious operations on GenC and F z jCj and the trivial operation on K q À F z jCj Á . De®ne a qjCjY F -operation on F z jCj n Q y C C Á À Q n Z K q F C Á by the obvious operation on F z jCj and the trivial operation on y C C Á À Q n Z K q F C Á . Then the isomorphism appearing in Lemma 8.3 is qjCjY F -equivariant with respect to these operations and we obtain an isomorphism of F-modules
which is natural with respect to automorphisms of C. Moreover, we get an improvement of the isomorphism appearing in Theorem 8.9 to an isomorphism of F-modules
Example 8.11. If F C, then F z jCj C and qjCjY C 1. Let T be the set of conjugacy classes g of elements g e G of ®nite order. The action of W G C on GenC is free. Then the assembly maps (1.6) in the Farrell-Jones Conjecture with respect to F and in the Baum-Connes conjecture can be identi®ed after applying C n Z c with
where we use in the de®nition of L q C and L n CG the involutions coming from complex conjugation. We get the ®rst one from Theorem 8.9. The proof for the third is completely analogous to the one of the ®rst. The proof of the second can be reduced to the one of the third by Theorem 8.1. In particular this proves Theorem 0.5. We mention that the restriction of the upper horizontal arrow in Theorem 0.5 to the part for q 0 has been shown to be split injective for all groups G using the Dennis trace map but not the Farell-Jones Conjecture in [19] .
If we use the trivial involution on C in the de®nition of L n CG, then the FarrellJones Conjecture with respect to F implies L n CG1a2 0 since L n CH1a2 0 is known for all ®nite groups H with respect to the trivial involution on C Example 8.12. Next we consider the case F R. Put F C. We call g 1 and g 2 in G R-conjugate if g 1 g 2 or g 1 g 2 . Denote by g R the R-conjugacy class of g e G.
Denote by T R the set of R-conjugacy classes of elements of ®nite order in G. This splits as the disjoint union T Example 8.14. Let F be a ®eld of characteristic zero and let G be a group. Let g 1 and g 2 be two elements of G of ®nite order. We call them F-conjugate if for some (and hence all) positive integers m with g m 1 g m 2 1 there exists an element s in the Galois group qmY F with the property g us 1 g 2 . Denote by con F G the set of F-conjugacy classes g F of elements g e G of ®nite order. Let class F G be the F-vector space with the set con F G as basis, or, equivalently, the F-vector space of functions con F G 3 F with ®nite support. Recall that for a ®nite group H taking characters yields an isomorphism ( [23] 
